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Disc golf is subject to the forces of nature,
but there’s not a lot of gravity in the game.
And that just might mean that what goes up
is about to become very popular.

‘W

hen a ball dreams,” wrote Dr. Stancil Johnson in
dreams it’s a Frisbee.”

by Kevin Brooker

Professional disc golfer Elijah Isaac’s technique proves that success in disc golf takes more than a mere flick of the wrist.
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A
BRIEF HISTORY
of DISC GOLF
‘F

lat flip flies straight. Tilted flip
curves. Play catch—invent
games.” Those immortal words
were embossed on the underside
of every Frisbee brand Pluto Platter,
the 1960s toy craze that made the
plastic flying disc the hippie generation’s sporting implement of choice.
And when it came to game invention,
they definitely heeded the call. Many
were soon devised, including the
now-popular team sport, ultimate,
and individual pursuits involving
freestyle, distance and accuracy.
But in what is a great example
of parallel evolution, some form
of throwing discs at a sequence
of targets arose in many locations
at the same time. Whether those
targets were trees, garbage cans or
light poles, the activity was widely
ideated as a form of golf, such that it
is virtually impossible to say exactly
who was the first to play.
Canada, however, stakes one
claim. Back in the 1920s, schoolkids
at Bladworth, Saskatchewan
invented a game using paint-can
covers that they called Tin Lid Golf.
Though it died out, other forms
of play involving proto-discs soon
followed. The most important was a
brief craze in the 1940s started by
Yale students playing with tin pie
plates from the Frisbie Pie Company
of New Haven. On-campus games
of accuracy ensued, and instead
of shouting “Fore!”, players would
shout “Frisbie!” when their discs
veered toward bystanders.
Several toy-makers jumped on
the ’50s flying-saucer
craze by making
plastic versions that
had
nifty

spaceship elements but poor aerodynamics. However, that changed
when California inventor Fred Morrison licensed his more flight-worthy
Pluto Platter to the Wham-O toy
company in 1957. Upon learning that
many kids called any flying disc a
Frisbie, it declared an altered spelling of the word as its principal brand
identity. And part of the reason why
they pushed the toy so hard in the
1960s, complete with national TV
advertising, was that Wham-O had
tonnes of surplus plastic on hand
after the Hula Hoop wave broke.
The late Ed Headrick, an early
adopter and then marketing man
for Wham-O, created the Official Pro
Model Frisbee in the mid-’60s, a version with superior flight properties
and, for the first time, the look and
performance of a sporting object
rather than a toy. But Headrick’s
more lasting contribution was the invention, in 1976, of the disc-catching
target often called a “chain basket.”
He further harmonized and codified the sport, and began marketing
course kits wherever civic managers
could be cajoled to try something
new. And then, in 1982, Headrick
founded the Professional Disc Golf
Association, the body that still runs
the sport worldwide.
Today there are several thousand
courses in North America and Europe, most of them public and free
to play. Though sometimes called
Frisbee golf, players use the more
generic term, disc. In fact, as hundreds of models of thin-profiled golf
discs have emerged in the
past 30 years from
boutique manufacturers like
Innova and
Discraft,
the Frisbee
brand has
faded to
irrelevance.

How and where to play
E

ach player needs at least one
disc. Choose from seemingly endless designs at stores like Lifesport or
Don’s Hobby Shop, generally grouped
according to the type of shot for which
they’re intended: drive, mid-range approach or putt. Start with a single,
light, straight-flying approach disc.
Only when you can throw that with decent confidence and range should you
graduate to the more blade-like driving
discs, which are much more difficult to
control. Putters, for throws of 20 metres and in, are made of softer plastic
to hit and stick in chain baskets.
Discs will fly a long way with a
gentle yet snapping release. At first,
TWENTY-TWO

the harder you try to throw, the worse
your result. Learn the rules, they’re
simple and intuitive. Par 3 (or 4 for
novices) is standard for most holes.
And don’t forget: the sport only survives due to the indulgence of nonplaying park users, so always let them
have the right of way and never throw
when it’s unsafe.

to lose a disc. Some shorter, more technical holes give even light throwers the
chance for a chain-rattling hole-in-one.

CALGARY AND AREA COURSES

THORNCLIFFE-GREENVIEW (9) Why
is your community association not
like this? Not only did it create its own
excellent, brand-new 9-hole disc-golf
course, it boasts a bar and a bowling
alley. Set in a broad valley, its big elevation changes make for dramatic
long-distance throws.

FOREST LAWN (9) Ideal for beginners,
the course traverses an undulating,
manicured park where it is impossible

BAKER PARK (18) The park was once
a formal garden for patients at the
Baker Sanatorium. Though predominantly flat, its geometric layout creates
a variety of tree-lined alleys and open

(see calgarydiscgolf.com for specific locations and further information)

meadow shots. Home to several tournaments each season.
OLD REFINERY PARK (18) Calgary’s
newest course is also its most challenging. Because of that, the city’s top
players are drawn here. There’s a lot
to think about due to varied vegetation
that yields a complex maze of potential
flight paths.
CANMORE NORDIC CENTRE Routed
along cross-country ski trails, it’s one
of the most beautiful and dramatic
disc-golf courses in the world. Mountainous terrain makes for a total workout that is definitely worth a day’s outing from the city.

An

ALTERNATIVE
to an ALTERNATIVE
F

or Calgarians looking for a gentle, fun introduction to disc golf,
there’s a gorgeous course near Millarville called WJ Homestead Disc
Golf (www.wjdiscgolf.com) that specializes in teaching beginners the
ropes. It’s the brainchild of Heather
and Tim Driedger, who were inspired eight years ago when some
friends in Radium, B.C. took them
on a makeshift disc-golf outing.
“At first I was like, ‘Disc what?
Not interested,’” recalls Heather.
“But then we played a bit and it
wasn’t long before I looked at Tim
and said, ‘Are you thinking what I’m
thinking?’” Entirely on their own
they came back and designed an
18-hole layout on their iconic foothills property, the one Heather’s
great-grandfather, William Jackson,
homesteaded back in 1896. The targets are heritage farm implements
like barrels, barbed-wire hoops,
and, on the signature 18th, a modified outhouse that came from the
Leighton Centre. Along with a small
clubhouse, a picnic area and a club
pro in the form of their 24-yearEVEN #

old son, Jerrid, the Driedgers
added alternative, official baskets
to their course last year (players
can choose either target), part of
an overall strategy to create a forprofit business.
Players are either memberstewards for an ultra-reasonable
$75 a season, or people from
school and corporate outings who
pre-book in groups of 10 or more at
$12 a head.
“We give everyone discs and an
orientation session,” says Heather,
who, as an accredited teacher, is
also on hand to talk about early
ranch life and the rich natural environment. “I can’t tell you how much
fun we’ve had with these groups.
We’ve become so passionate about
the sport, the exercise and fresh air
you get, plus sharing of this incredible property. And it’s every age
group and background, too. I just
sold a membership to a woman
who plays in the Philharmonic.
“You know, people talk about
the search for a lifetime sport—well,
that’s exactly what disc golf is.”
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